Stable sulfur isotopes in the water column of the Cariaco Basin
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Abstract

Previous geochemical and microbiological studies in the Cariaco Basin indicate intense elemental cycling and a dynamic microbial loop near the oxic–anoxic interface. We obtained detailed distributions of sulfur isotopes of total dissolved sulfide and sulfate as part of the on-going CARIACO time series project to explore the critical pathways at the level of individual sulfur species. Isotopic patterns of sulfate ($\delta^{34}SSO_4$) and sulfide ($\delta^{34}SH_2S$) were similar to trends observed in the Black Sea water column: $\delta^{34}SH_2S$ and $\delta^{34}SSO_4$ were constant in the deep anoxic water (varying within 0.6 $\%\delta$ for sulfide and 0.3 $\%\delta$ for sulfate), with sulfide roughly 54 $\%\delta$ depleted in $^{34}S$ relative to sulfate. Near the oxic–anoxic interface, however, the $\delta^{34}SH_2S$ value was ~3 $\%\delta$ heavier than that in the deep water, which may reflect sulfide oxidation and/or a change in fractionation during in situ sulfide production through sulfate reduction (SR). $\delta^{34}SH_2S$ and $\Delta^{33}SH_2S$ data near the oxic–anoxic interface did not provide unequivocal evidence to support the important role of sulfur-intermediate disproportionation suggested by previous studies. Repeated observation of minimum $\delta^{34}SSO_4$ values near the interface suggests ‘readdition’ of $^{34}S$-depleted sulfate during sulfide oxidation. A slight increase in $\delta^{34}SSO_4$ values with depth extended over the water column may indicate a reservoir effect associated with removal of $^{34}S$-depleted sulfate during sulfide production through SR. Our $\delta^{34}SH_2S$ and $\Delta^{33}SH_2S$ data also do not show a clear role for sulfur-intermediate disproportionation in the deep anoxic water column. We interpret the large difference in $\delta^{34}S$ between sulfate and sulfide as reflecting fractionations during SR in the Cariaco deep waters that are larger than those generally observed in culturing studies.

1. INTRODUCTION

The isotopic composition of sulfur compounds has been used to explore the biogeochemical cycling of sulfur in both modern and ancient marine environments (e.g., Canfield and Teske, 1996; Lyons, 1997). Sulfate reducing prokaryotes (SRP) produce sulfide depleted in $^{34}S$ compared to the initial sulfate (Kaplan and Rittenberg, 1964), and $^{34}S$ depletion of sulfide in sediments and anoxic water in natural systems is commonly 45–70 $\%\delta$, relative to coexisting sulfate. Prior to Canfield et al. (2010), no experiments with pure cultures or natural populations of SRP had yielded fractionations greater than 46 $\%\delta$ (Kemp and Thode, 1968; Habicht and Canfield, 1997; Canfield, 2001; Detmers et al., 2001), although some studies (Goldhaber and Kaplan, 1980; Rudnicki et al., 0016-7037/$ - see front matter Published by Elsevier Ltd.
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4S0 + 4H2O → 3HS− + SO42− + 5H+  
(\(\delta^{34}S^{0} - \delta^{34}S^{2−} = 7_{\%o}\))  
(1)

S2O32− + H2O → HS− + SO42− + H+  
(\(\delta^{34}S_{2O3}2− - \delta^{34}S^{2} = 3_{\%o} - 15_{\%o}\))  
(2)

4SO42− + H+ → HS− + 3SO42−  
(\(\delta^{34}SO_{4}2− - \delta^{34}S^{2} = 28_{\%o}\))  
(3)

Disproportionation of sulfur intermediates can generate sulfide highly depleted in 34S via reactions above. In contrast, the isotope effects associated with chemical and chemooxotrophic sulfide oxidation differ from disproportionation in direction and magnitude. For example, Fry et al. (1988) reported a fractionation factor during chemical (abiotic) sulfur oxidation by O2 of −5.2%o. Kaplan and Rittenberg (1964) reported that sulfide oxidation mediated by chemooxotrophs would also generate 34S enrichments in the sulfide, with fractionations ranging from −18%o to −1%o (the large value of −18%o was questioned by Fry et al. (1986), since it was only measured in one experiment that produced significant amounts of minor reaction products in the form of polynionates and has not been confirmed since). This contrary effect in sulfide isotope fractionation between oxidation of sulfide and sulfur-intermediate disproportionation is potentially useful for investigation of the comparative importance of these two processes.

Large isotopic offsets between sulfide and sulfate, about 52%o were reported in the deep Cariaco water column by Fry et al. (1991). A gap in that study, however, is that data were only reported for depths below 400 m, where sulfide concentrations were higher than 10 μmol/L and the isotopic compositions of sulfide and sulfate were relatively constant with depth. Therefore, the mechanistic controls on sulfur isotope compositions near the Cariaco oxic–anoxic interface remain elusive because of the small size of the sulfur pool and rapid turnover of sulfur intermediates. Werne et al. (2003) analyzed the sulfur isotope compositions of sulfur species in the Cariaco sediment pore water and found that the \(\delta^{34}S\) difference between pore water sulfate and sulfide generally increased from 53%o near the sediment water interface to 60–63%o at 4 m depth.

As part of the on-going CARIAGO (CARbon Retention in a Colored Ocean) time series project, Li et al. (2008) found maxima in concentrations of \(S_{2}O_{3}2−, SO_{4}2−\), particulate \(S^{0}\), and total zero-valent \(S^{0}\) near the oxic–anoxic interface. They hypothesized that disproportionation of elemental sulfur and thiosulfate could play an important role near the oxic–anoxic interface in supporting dark carbon fixation of chemooxotrophic bacteria. In the present study, we tested this hypothesis by investigating the sulfur cycle from the perspective of stable isotope compositions of sulfate and sulfide in the water column. We focused specifically on sulfur chemistry near the oxic–anoxic interface where chemooxotrophic production intensifies, and sulfur-intermediate disproportionation is suggested to be significant (Taylor et al., 2001; Ho et al., 2004; Li et al., 2008). In addition, we examined temporal variability in the sulfur isotope signal, related to the physical forcing of oxygen intrusions associated with basin-scale water mass circulation.

We also present data from an emerging sulfur isotope technique that involves analysis of \(33S/32S\) and \(36S/32S\) isotope ratios in addition to the more conventional \(34S/32S\) ratios. These data shed further light on the relative fractionation imprints of SR, disproportionation of sulfur intermediates, and sulfide oxidation metabolisms. Variations among \(33S/32S\) and \(36S/32S\) ratios can provide information that is independent but complementary to that obtained from typical \(34S/32S\) measurements (Farquhar et al., 2003, 2007, 2008; Johnston et al., 2005, 2007; Ono et al., 2006; Zerkle et al., 2009, 2010).

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1. Field sites

The Cariaco Basin is a deep, relatively isolated basin located on the continental shelf of northeastern Venezuela (Fig. 1). Station A (10°30’N 64°40’W) was sampled on 30 November 2007 (non-upwelling) and 20 May 2008 (upwelling) aboard the R/V Hermano Gine’s. Water samples were collected in 8-L Teflon-lined Niskin bottles deployed on a Seabird rosette system equipped with a CTD, a YSI oxygen probe, a SeaTec c-beam transmissometer (660 nm), and a Chelsea profiling fluorometer for chlorophyll-a. The Niskin bottles were pressurized slightly with \(N_{2}\) during subsampling to preclude chemical oxidation. Peaks in the transmissometer beam attenuation, which were found to be reliable proxies for bacterial maxima near the oxic–anoxic interface, were used to target the interface.
2.2. Methods

2.2.1. Oxygen and sulfur species analysis

Detailed methods for measurement of oxygen, sulfide, and sulfur intermediates species have been reported in Li et al. (2008). Briefly, oxygen was measured in situ with an oxygen probe attached to the CTD and confirmed by Winkler titration. Dissolved sulfide was measured by the methylene blue method (Cline, 1969). Thiosulfate and sulfite were analyzed with the method of Vairavamurthy and Mopper (1990) as modified by Hayes et al. (2006). Total zero-valent sulfur was analyzed with UV–vis by HPLC (Li et al., 2008). Sulfate concentrations were measured from aliquots of samples collected for sulfur isotope analysis on an Agilent 7400 Quadrupole ICP-MS system using Xe as the collision cell gas at the University of California, Riverside (UCR). Replicate analyses of SO₄–S concentration agreed within 5% at the 100 ppb range.

2.2.2. Sulfur isotope measurement

Samples for isotope analysis were collected during both cruises and analyzed by two methods (continuous flow for the November 2007 cruise and a dual-inlet approach for the May 2008 cruise). We first describe sampling technique and then the specific analysis methodologies for each cruise. Inter-calibration between labs for the δ³⁴S isotope composition shows strong agreement within analytical error (0.2‰; data not shown).

2.2.2.1. Sample collection. Ten ml of seawater were collected from discrete depths in the water column for sulfate-S isotope analysis. Exposure of dissolved sulfide to atmospheric oxygen was minimized by sampling water column splits with a 10 ml Hamilton Gas-Tight glass syringe (Li et al., 2008). The sample was immediately injected into a glass serum vial containing 0.55 ml buffered formalin (final conc. 2%) and 1.25 ml 0.05 M zinc acetate (final conc. 5 mM) and stored frozen until analysis. Zinc acetate-fixed water samples were filtered with a 0.2 μm membrane filter to remove sulfides precipitated as ZnS. The sulfate in the filtrate was then precipitated with 4 ml 25% (w/v) BaCl₂. Ten ml of 4 M HCl were used to rinse the filter for 30 s to remove any co-precipitated BaCO₃.

Large volumes of water (1–10 L) were collected in collapsible LDPE cubitainers for sulfide isotopic analysis. Each container was allowed to overflow at least half of the volume before 8 ml 0.05 M zinc acetate was added. Care was taken to mix the zinc solution throughout the cubitainer to ensure quantitative precipitation of dissolved sulfide as ZnS. Samples were shaken and left for one day to form a coarse ZnS precipitate at the bottom of the vessel before filtration with 0.45 μm HA Millipore filters in the lab at Estación de Investigaciones Marinas de Margarita (EDIMAR). The filters were frozen immediately and stored at −20 °C until analysis.

Sulfur distillations were performed at UCR. Filters were first acidified with 6 N HCl under N₂, and the released sulfide was precipitated in traps containing 30 ml aqueous silver nitrate (3% w/v) with 10% NH₄OH. Precipitated...
Ag₂S was collected by filtration on a 0.45 μm nitrocellulose filter. Sulfide precipitation also collects metal monosulfides present in the water column, and these will dissolve during our acidification step. Independent measurements confirm that concentrations of metal monosulfide in the water column are at least three orders of magnitude lower than those of dissolved sulfide (Li et al., 2010). Furthermore, the small fractionation (−0.5‰/‰) to 1.2‰/‰) observed during metal monosulfide formation (Böttcher et al., 1998) suggests minimal isotopic separation between these reduced sulfur pools. As such, sulfur liberated during acidification is herein referred to as dissolved sulfide.

2.2.2.2. Sulfate and sulfide isotopes (November 2007). Precipitates of sulfate (BaSO₄) and sulfide (Ag₂S) were dried at room temperature, homogenized, and weighed with excess V₂O₅ in tin capsules for continuous flow 34S/32S isotopic analysis. Sulfur isotope ratios of samples were determined using a Thermo Finnigan Delta V Advantage stable isotope ratio mass spectrometer coupled with a Costech ECS elemental analyzer for online sample combustion and analysis at UCR. The sulfur isotope results are expressed in ‰ relative to Vienna Canyon Diablo Troilite (VCDT) using the standard δ notation:

$$\delta^{34}S_{\text{sample}} = \frac{^{34}S_{\text{sample}}}{^{32}S_{\text{VCDT}}} - 1 \times 1000$$

(4)

Sulfate isotope measurements were normalized to international standards NBS-127 (+21.1‰), IAEA SO-5 (+0.49‰), and SO-6 (−34.05‰). Sulfide isotopes were calibrated against IAEA S1 (−0.3‰), S2 (+22.65‰), and S3 (−32.5‰). Reproducibility of standard reference materials and replicate sample analyses were better than ±0.2‰.

2.2.2.3. Multiple sulfur isotopes for sulfate and sulfide (May 2008). For samples collected in May 2008, 33S/32S, 34S/32S, and 36S/32S ratios were determined at University of Maryland (UM). For sulfide sample processing, a similar approach as described above was used to convert ZnS to Ag₂S. For sulfate isotope analysis, BaSO₄ was chemically reduced to H₂S using a reducing solution (125 ml concentrated HI, 205 ml concentrated HCl, and 61 ml concentrated H₃PO₂) heated to boiling under a N₂ atmosphere for 3 h (Forrest and Newman, 1977). The evolved sulfide was sparged with nitrogen and captured as ZnS using a zinc acetate trapping solution. The ZnS precipitates were converted to Ag₂S by addition of 1 M AgNO₃ and rinsed with 250 ml MilliQ water and 50 ml concentrated NH₄OH.

Details of the sulfur isotope fluorination methods have been described previously (Farquhar et al., 2008; Zerkle et al., 2009). Briefly, a 1–3 mg Ag₂S sample (for S in sulfate and sulfide) were wrapped in aluminum foil and pumped under vacuum (10⁻⁴ torr) in a Ni reaction vessel. A ten-times excess of pure F₂ was added at 250 °C for 8 h to produce sulfur hexafluoride (SF₆). The fluorinated gas mixture was purified cryogenically (distilled at −110 °C) and by TCD gas chromatography (on a 12’ molecular sieve 5 Å/Haysep Q column). SF₆ gas was measured as SF₆⁺ (m/e of 127, 128, 129, 131 for 32SF₆⁺, 33SF₆⁺, 34SF₆⁺, and 36SF₆⁺) on a Thermo Finnigan MAT 253 gas source mass spectrometer.

As for the November 2007 cruise, we report 34S/32S data using standard delta notation (δ) relative to VCDT for this cruise. The less abundant sulfur isotopes (33S/32S and 36S/32S) are reported using the capital delta notation (Δ), where

$$\Delta^{34}S = \left( \frac{^{34}S_{\text{sample}}}{^{32}S_{\text{VCDT}}} \right) - \left( \frac{^{34}S_{\text{VCDT}}}{^{32}S_{\text{VCDT}}} \right) \times 1000$$

(5)

$$\Delta^{36}S = \left( \frac{^{36}S_{\text{sample}}}{^{32}S_{\text{VCDT}}} \right) - \left( \frac{^{36}S_{\text{VCDT}}}{^{32}S_{\text{VCDT}}} \right) \times 1000$$

(6)

The exponents in these relationships (0.515 and 1.90) define the reference fractionation line (RFL) and approximate single-step thermodynamic equilibrium isotope exchange effects (Hulston and Thode, 1965). An estimate of the uncertainties is provided by the current long-term reproducibility for fluorinations and isotopic analyses of reference materials in the UM lab (past 2 years), which are (2σ) 0.28, 0.016, and 0.4‰ for δ³⁴S, Δ³⁴S, and Δ³⁶S, respectively. Measurements of IAEA S1 at UM presently yield δ³⁴S = −0.30‰, Δ³⁴S = +0.0944‰, and Δ³⁶S = 0.69‰. Measurements of δ³⁴S for IAEA S2 and S3 undertaken at UM are reported in Ono et al. (2006) as 22.31‰ and −32.51‰, respectively (note these are direct measurements and no scale compression corrections were applied).

3. RESULTS

3.1. Oxygen and sulfur compounds

Water column oxygen concentration decreased abruptly to below the detection limit (2 μM) at 230 and 260 m for November 2007 and May 2008, respectively. The concentration of H₂S increased below 260 m (November 2007) and 270 m (May 2008), reaching nearly 63 μM at 1300 m (Fig. 2A and C). During the November 2007 cruise, a comparatively narrow peak for total zero-valent S⁰ was found near the oxic–anoxic interface, with a maximum of 1.45 μM at a depth of 260 m (Fig. 2B). A broader yet smaller peak for total S⁰ was observed in May 2008 (Fig. 2D). Thiosulfate and sulfite concentrations were only slightly above their detection limits (0.3 and 0.1 μM, respectively) at all depths. Compared to seawater (SO₄/Cl = 0.14, g/g), sulfate concentration normalized to chloride in the Cariaco water column varied from 3.2. Sulfur isotope composition of sulfide and sulfate

The sulfur isotope composition of dissolved sulfide in the Cariaco water column varied from −29.9‰ to −32.6‰ and from −28.9‰ to −32.8‰ for November 2007 and May 2008, respectively (Table 1 and Fig. 4). In the vertical distribution of δ³⁴S of Ag₂S, ³⁴S enrichments are detected in the uppermost and lowest parts of the anoxic water column on both cruises. ³⁴S enrichment in sulfide
from the upper anoxic zone was seen in Cariaco samples as deep as 400 m (sulfide concentration 19 \mu mol/L), which is coincident with the maximum depth at which chemoautotrophic CO\textsubscript{2} fixation was consistently detected (Taylor et al., 2001, 2006). This pattern has also been observed in the Black Sea (Sweeney and Kaplan, 1980; Fry et al., 1991; Neretin et al., 2003).

\[ \delta^{34}\text{S}_{\text{SO}_4} \] ranged from 21.0\text{‰} to 21.3\text{‰} (average 21.1\text{‰}) in November 2007 and from 21.2\text{‰} to 21.7\text{‰} (average 21.4\text{‰}) in May 2008 (Table 2 and Fig. 5). Similar variations near the oxic–anoxic interface were observed during January 2005 and May 2005 (Table 2; Percy, 2006). The extent of variation in \( \delta^{34}\text{S}_{\text{SO}_4} \) value was only slightly greater than analytical precision (±0.2\text{‰}); an isotopic minimum was observed repeatedly near the oxic–anoxic interface during all four cruises, suggestive of a real and persistent environmental pattern.

We complemented the May 2008 \( \delta^{34}\text{S} \) data set with multiple sulfur isotope measurements (\( \Delta^{33}\text{S} \) and \( \Delta^{36}\text{S} \)) in an attempt to elucidate the effects of sulfide oxidation and sulfur-intermediate disproportionation (Fig. 6). We observed \( ^{34}\text{S} \) sulfide enrichments near the oxic–anoxic interface and relatively constant values with greater depth, similar to the water column patterns observed during November 2007 (Fig. 4). A minimum \( \Delta^{35}\text{S}_{\text{SO}_4} \) was detected at 280 m (0.027\text{‰}), while the \( \Delta^{35}\text{S} \) of sulfate did not change significantly elsewhere in the oxic and anoxic water column, varying from 0.034\text{‰} to 0.048\text{‰}. The \( \Delta^{35}\text{S} \) of sulfate was lowest near the oxic–anoxic interface, increasing from 0.123 to 0.155\text{‰} at depth. The \( \Delta^{36}\text{S} \) was more negative for sulfide than for sulfate. No depth-dependent variation of \( \Delta^{36}\text{S} \) was observed for sulfide or sulfate outside the estimates of analytical uncertainty.
4. DISCUSSION

4.1. Sulfate $\delta^{34}$S

The mean $\delta^{34}$SSO$_4$ (21.2‰) in the Cariaco Basin is similar to isotopic values of sulfate found in coastal waters and the modern open ocean (Hoefs, 2004), and the observed variation only slightly exceeded the precision of the method. This relationship reflects the very small fraction of sulfate converted to sulfide relative to renewal rates. For the observed sulfate concentration of 28 mM, a change of $\delta^{34}$SSO$_4$ values by 0.1‰ over the whole Cariaco water column would require addition or removal of 63 μmol/L sulfide given the 54‰ isotope offset between sulfide and sulfate. Measurements of sulfate concentration in the water column were not sensitive enough to show a change with depth (Fig. 3). Even so, we consistently observed small excursions in the sulfate-S isotope composition near the oxic–anoxic interface (Fig. 5), suggesting (re)addition of $^{32}$S during sulfide oxidation. Throughout the water column, the slight increase of $\delta^{34}$S for sulfate with water depth (especially in May 2008, 0.4‰ increase) is consistent with SR in the water, during which preferential reduction of the lighter sulfate produces a $^{34}$S-enriched sulfate residue in the deep anoxic water. This detectable $\delta^{34}$SSO$_4$ increase with depth may imply a small preferential sink for $^{32}$S associated with settling of sulfide minerals from the water column, consistent with syngenetic pyrite formation in the water column (Lyons et al., 2003; Li et al., 2010).

4.2. Temporal shift in $\delta^{34}$SH$_2$S

$\delta^{34}$S values for dissolved sulfide in the upper water column varied with time in contrast to invariant values in the deep anoxic water (below 500 m). $\delta^{34}$SH$_2$S near the oxic–anoxic interface was 1‰ heavier in May 2008 than in November 2007 (Fig. 4). This difference is likely associated with an oxygen intrusion event observed in May 2008 (Figs. 2 C and D, 7 and 8). The temperature–salinity diagram indicates that the water mass during our May 2008 cruise was different than that present in April 2008 and returned to approximately its original state in June 2008, probably due to lateral mixing of water within the basin (Fig. 7). We detected free sulfide (based on the Cline, 1969 method) from 260 to 290 m water depth when the station was first sampled. However, we did not observe ZnS precipitation in our samples between 260 and 290 m collected 12 h later (confirmed by acid distillation), implying that most of the sulfide above 290 m had been scavenged by intruding oxygenated water within ~12 h. Unfortunately, the transient nature of the intrusion event precluded the collection of a second sulfide profile to verify this suggestion.

There is considerable evidence for periodic ventilation of Cariaco Basin deep water. For example, Holmen and Rooth (1990) argued convincingly based on tritium data that relatively young water must reach the deep waters of
the basin on a decadal time scale. They proposed two distinct sources: a high-salinity but low-volume source, originating along the Venezuela coast sinking to the bottom, and a larger source from water injected at the sills.

Table 2
Sulfate isotope composition in the Cariaco water column.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Depth (m)</th>
<th>January-05</th>
<th>May-05</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>δ34S_{SO_4} (‰)</td>
<td>Stdev (‰)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>21.2</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>220</td>
<td>21.1</td>
<td>N.D.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>235</td>
<td>21.1</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>250</td>
<td>21.1</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>260</td>
<td>21.1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>270</td>
<td>21.2</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>280</td>
<td>21.2</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>290</td>
<td>21.2</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300</td>
<td>21.2</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>310</td>
<td>21.1</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>340</td>
<td>21.2</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>400</td>
<td>21.2</td>
<td>N.D.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<p>| 39,387.0 | 20.8 21.2 21.6 |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Depth (m)</th>
<th>δ34S_{SO_4} (‰)</th>
<th>Stdev (‰)</th>
<th>Depth (m)</th>
<th>δ34S_{SO_4} (‰)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>21.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>21.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>21.1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>270</td>
<td>21.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150</td>
<td>21.0</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>280</td>
<td>21.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>205</td>
<td>21.1</td>
<td>N.D.</td>
<td>290</td>
<td>21.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>220</td>
<td>21.1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>21.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>230</td>
<td>21.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>900</td>
<td>21.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>240</td>
<td>21.1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>250</td>
<td>21.1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>260</td>
<td>21.1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>270</td>
<td>21.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>285</td>
<td>21.1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300</td>
<td>21.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>335</td>
<td>21.1</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>355</td>
<td>21.1</td>
<td>N.D.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>400</td>
<td>21.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500</td>
<td>21.3</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>900</td>
<td>21.2</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1300</td>
<td>21.2</td>
<td>N.D.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 5. Vertical distribution of δ34S for water column sulfate in November 2007 and May 2008 (this study) and January 2005 and May 2005 (Percy, 2006). Note the small scale changes across the oxic–anoxic interface (horizontal dashed line). Although the variability in the sulfate isotope data approaches analytical resolution (±0.2‰), the consistent pattern of an isotopic minimum near the oxic–anoxic interface suggests active sulfur cycling.
providing water that sinks to mid-water depths. Since 1995, repeated observations of small maxima in dissolved oxygen near the oxic–anoxic interface have suggested the occurrence of intrusions of oxygenated water into the upper part of the anoxic water column (Scranton et al., 2001). Ventilation events occurring in 1997 and 1998 were associated with eddies near the shelf in the southeastern Caribbean Sea. It was hypothesized that these eddies would transport colder...
and denser Caribbean Sea water into the basin, which subsequently sinks and spreads along isopycnals (Astor et al., 2003). The most 34S-enriched sulfide isotope composition in May 2008 was observed at the same depth as the sulfide minimum (Fig. 2C), consistent with isotopic fractionation during oxidation processes. Sulfide oxidation is also suggested by an increase in total zero-valent sulfur concentration (Fig. 2D) and minima for chemothrophic production, dissolved Fe\(^{2+}\), Mn\(^{2+}\), and methane (Fig. 8).

Our deep-water values for \(d_{34S}^{\text{H}_2\text{S}}\) were 1.4\% lighter than those reported by Fry et al. (1991). This difference suggests temporal variation in the Cariaco Basin from 1986 to 2007/8. Over this period, sulfide concentration varied from about 47 \(\mu\text{mol/L}\) in 1982 (Hastings and Emerson, 1988) to 73 \(\mu\text{mol/L}\) (Scranton et al., 2001) in 1995, 35 \(\mu\text{mol/L}\) in 1999 (Scranton et al., 2001), and 63 \(\mu\text{mol/L}\) in 2008 (this study). A portion of the isotope difference between our study and Fry et al. (1991) may also be due to a shift in the preferred standardization of stable sulfur isotope ratios (Coplen and Krouse, 1998; Ding et al., 2001) from CDT (used in Fry et al., 1991) to VCDT (used here). Differences stemming from use of the two approaches can be as large as 0.7\% (Sweeney and Kaplan, 1980; Böttcher et al., 1997), and the inhomogeneity of the CDT material itself can be as much as 0.4\% (Coplen and Krouse, 1998). As a result, the estimated uncertainty between these two standards could be as large as 1.1\%.

4.3. Relative enrichment of 34S in sulfide near the oxic–anoxic interface

Our sulfide isotope data consistently show an increase in \(\delta^{34}\text{S}\) values near the oxic–anoxic interface (Fig. 4). A similar trend has been observed near the Black Sea interface, where sulfide is enriched in \(^{34}\text{S}\) by 3–8\% compared to dissolved sulfide in the deeper anoxic water (Fry et al., 1991; Neretin et al., 2003). This trend in both basins is presumably related to either the production (from SR) or the consumption (oxidation) of sulfide. We explore these possibilities below.

Sulfur isotope fractionations associated with SR may be smaller near the interface compared to deeper waters if there is, for instance, a difference in the quality of organic matter, the pathway by which SRP metabolize sulfur in different parts of the water column, or a difference in the community structure of SRP as a function of depth (Detmers et al., 2001). An inverse relationship between sulfate reduction rate (SRR) and isotope fractionation has been observed within bacterial cultures and in natural populations of sulfate reducing bacteria (Kaplan and Rittenberg, 1964; Canfield, 2001; Aharon and Fu, 2003). Differences in rates and fractionations have also been observed as a consequence of differences in organic substrate quantity and/or quality, with more abundant or more labile organic matter associated with higher SRR and smaller \(\delta^{34}\text{S}\) fractionations (Canfield, 2001; Detmers et al., 2001). Carbon fixation by chemothrophic bacteria is higher near the oxic–anoxic interface (Taylor et al., 2001), and the resulting compounds could be used as organic substrates by SRP, perhaps enhancing reduction rates and resulting in smaller fractionations associated with SR. This speculation is consistent with what has been found in the Black Sea water column where direct measurements using the radiotracer technique found higher SRR near the interface relative to the deeper waters (Albert et al., 1995). We do not have data to delineate changes in the structure of the community of SRP with depth, but such population changes, if present,
could also contribute to smaller fractionations associated with sulfide production near the interface.

Another way to explain greater $^{34}$S enrichment in sulfide near the interface is sulfide loss via oxidation. There are several different pathways for sulfide oxidation, and the direction and magnitude of the associated isotope effect depend on which pathway(s) prevail(s). Fry et al. (1988) and Zerkle et al. (2009) reported isotope fractionations from 0 to +3$^{0}$/oo for the oxidation of $H_2S$ to $S^0$ by anoxicogenic phototrophic sulfur oxidizing organisms. Oxidation with this fractionation would yield sulfide that is depleted in $^{34}$S rather than the enrichments we observed at the Cariaco interface. Furthermore, phototrophic oxidation is not expected here because light levels are extremely low (Taylor et al., 2001). Other oxidation pathways, however, could produce the $^{34}$S enrichments seen at the Cariaco oxic–anoxic interface. These possibilities include chemical (abiotic) and chemosynthetic sulfide oxidation, as discussed above.

We can evaluate these two possibilities (i.e., smaller fractionation during SR vs. sulfide oxidation) for $^{34}$S enrichment in sulfide near the interface using reasoning similar to that presented by Fry et al. (1991) and Mariotti et al. (1981). Fry et al. (1991) explored the possibility of mixing of two sources: a small standing pool of sulfide with isotope value of $\delta^{34}S_i$ and sulfide added at each depth with isotopic value of $\delta^{34}S_A$. The mass balance relationship follows:

$$\delta^{34}S_D = \delta^{34}S_i + \delta^{34}S_A (c)$$

where $c$ and $\delta^{34}S_A$ are the concentration and isotopic composition of sulfide, the subscript D refers to the sulfide at a given depth, I refers to sulfide present near the oxic–anoxic interface, and $A$ denotes sulfide added at each depth. Rearranging this equation gives the linear relationship (Fig. 9A):

$$\frac{\delta^{34}S_D}{\delta^{34}S_i} = \frac{c}{c} + \frac{\delta^{34}S_A}{\delta^{34}S_i}$$

The second approach, described by Mariotti et al. (1981), evaluates the possibility that the relationship between $\delta^{34}S_{H_2S}$ and concentration can be described by a Rayleigh process with constant fractionation:

$$\delta_i - \delta_0 = 10^\varepsilon (x - 1) \cdot Inf$$

where $\delta_i$ is the $^{34}$S value of the residual fraction ($f$) of $H_2S$, and $\delta_0$ is the $^{34}$S value of the original $H_2S$. Rayleigh fractionation does not strictly apply to the water column of the Cariaco Basin since it is not a closed system. However, this approach provides a minimum estimate of the fractionation factor and serves as an end-member for comparison with the results derived from the Black Sea (Fry et al., 1991). The fractionation factor, $\varepsilon$, is given by $10^\varepsilon (x - 1)$. Using this approach, the $\varepsilon$ value during sulfide oxidation near the interface in November 2007 is $-0.69^{0}$/oo (excluding the 260 m data, since the $\delta^{34}S_{H_2S}$ at this depth is off the $^{34}$S enrichment trend) and $-1.15^{0}$/oo in May 2008 (Fig. 9B). This result is similar to fractionation near the interface of the Black Sea, where $\varepsilon = -1.6^{0}$/oo (Fry et al., 1991). It is also similar to an experimental value measured for chemical and chemosynthetic sulfide oxidation (Fry et al., 1988). Because SRR have not been measured directly in the Cariaco water column, it is difficult to unravel the specific role of SR-dependent fractionation effects near the interface of the water column. However, maxima of sulfur intermediates, indicative of sulfide oxidation, are always observed near the Cariaco oxic–anoxic interface (Hayes et al., 2006; Li et al., 2008; Percy et al., 2008; Fig. 2, herein). We therefore favor an explanation that attributes the change in $^{34}S_{H_2S}$ of sulfide in the upper parts of the water column to sulfide oxidation via chemical or chemosynthetic pathways.

4.4. Variation of $^{34}S_{H_2S}$ in the deep water

A slight $^{34}$S enrichment in dissolved sulfide was also observed at the bottom water column (900 and 1300 m, Fig. 4). The sulfide at 500 m ($\delta^{34}S_{H_2S} = -33^{0}$/oo) is isotopically lighter than Cariaco surface sediments ($\delta^{34}S_{H_2S} = -29^{0}$/oo, Werne et al., 2003). A mixture of sulfide produced within the anoxic water column and that produced in the sediment may explain bottom-water $H_2S$ of intermediate isotopic values ($\delta^{34}S_{H_2S} = -32^{0}$/oo).

There is only indirect information on organic matter decomposition by SR in the water column of the Cariaco Basin. Fanning and Pilson (1972) and Scranton et al. (1987) argued that the sulfide profiles in the Cariaco water column could be explained if SR only took place in the sediment. Based on molybdate inhibition of acetate uptake, Ho et al. (2004) suggested that SR was not a dominant pathway for organic carbon decomposition in the Cariaco water column near the interface. However, other studies have posited SR in the water column. For example,
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Hastings and Emerson (1988) argued for SR on the basis of alkalinity and total inorganic carbon measurements. Lin et al. (2006) identified an enrichment of sulfate-reducing proteobacterial cells (SRB385 positive) near the oxic/anoxic interface. Based on both the concentration profiles of sulfide reported here, which do not show a simple monotonic increase with depth, and by the minimum in $\delta^{34}S_{H_{2}S}$ in the middle of the water column (500 m, Fig. 4), we argue that SR is occurring in the Cariaco water column.

Because the rate of SR in the Cariaco water column and in the sediment has never been determined directly using the $^{35}$S radiotracer technique, we estimated a plausible upper limit for these rates based on the particulate organic carbon (POC) flux measured at the same station. Sediment trap data show a sharp decrease in POC flux from 410 to 1210 m (Thunell et al., 2000). The most likely pathway for organic matter remineralization between these depths is through SR, since other oxidants that can yield energy more efficiently have already been depleted. In the Black Sea, the integrated rates of SR obtained using radiotracer techniques and those estimated from particulate carbon flux are in reasonable agreement (Albert et al., 1995).

Thus, we can estimate the amount of sulfate that is reduced for a given POC flux loss based on the following reaction stoichiometry (Froelich et al., 1979):

$$
(\text{CH}_2\text{O})_{106}(\text{NH}_4)_{16}(\text{H}_2\text{PO}_4) + 53\text{SO}_4^{2-} \\
= 106\text{HCO}_3^{-} + 53\text{H}_2\text{S} + 16\text{NH}_3 + 3\text{H}_2\text{PO}_4
$$

This equation yields a C:S ratio of 2:1. Using the sediment trap data from 1995 to 2006 between 410 and 1210 m (http://www.imars.usf.edu/CAR), the mean decrease in carbon flux is 2.4 ± 2.4 mmol C m$^{-2}$ d$^{-1}$ ($n = 199$), and therefore an upper limit on the mean areal rate for SR is 1.2 ± 1.2 mmol S m$^{-2}$ d$^{-1}$. If we assume that the SRR from 410 to 1210 m is constant, the volumetric SRR would be 1.6 ± 1.5 nmol L$^{-1}$ d$^{-1}$. Dohahue et al. (2008) estimated the SRR in the Cariaco sediment to be 100–1000 nmol L$^{-1}$ d$^{-1}$. Therefore, the SRR in the deep anoxic water column (well below the interface) is 2–3 orders of magnitude lower than that of the sediment. This result is consistent with the scenario described in the Black Sea, with a narrow band of intense SR near the oxic–anoxic interface, a constant and low rate in the deep anoxic waters, and a sub-maximum at the sediment–water interface (Albert et al., 1995). SRR in the Black Sea surface sediments was also one to three orders of magnitude higher than the rates in the deep anoxic water column (Albert et al., 1995; Weber et al., 2001). Therefore, consistent with the inverse relationship between SR and isotope fractionation during SR (Canfield, 2001), the mid-depth minimum of $\delta^{34}S_{H_{2}S}$ in Cariaco water column is likely a reflection of SRR lower than those at the oxic–anoxic interface in the water column and at the sediment–water interface.

4.5. Evaluating SR and disproportionation in the deep water

The sulfur isotope offset between dissolved sulfide and sulfate in the deep Cariaco anoxic water column is large ($-54^{\circ}/_{oo}$) and comparable to fractionations seen in many other eutrophic basins (Table 3). For the Black Sea water column ($\delta^{34}S_{H_{2}S,SO_4} = -62^{\circ}/_{oo}$), Sweeney and Kaplan (1980) argued that isotopic fractionation resulting from biological control of $\delta^{34}S$ of dissolved sulfate, while Neretin et al. (2003) attributed the large fractionation to a combination of SR and biological disproportionation of sulfur intermediates. Neretin et al. (2003) argued that either sulfur intermediates formed near the interface were transported to the deep water where they undergo disproportionation or that sulfur intermediates were formed in situ by oxygen intrusion to the deep anoxic water. The role of disproportionation was demonstrated for the Mariager Fjord ($\delta^{34}S_{H_{2}S,SO_4} = -42^{\circ}/_{oo}$) using a combination of incubations and in situ measurements (Sorensen and Canfield, 2004). Based on modeling of $\delta^{34}S$ and A$^{33}S$ values in Fayetteville Green Lake ($\delta^{34}S_{H_{2}S,SO_4} = -58^{\circ}/_{oo}$), Zerkle et al. (2010) concluded that the large fractionations were a consequence of sulfur-intermediate disproportionation in addition to large fractionations during SR. In Framvaren Fjord, on the other hand, Mandernack et al. (2003) argued that large fractionations ($\delta^{34}S_{H_{2}S,SO_4} = -42^{\circ}/_{oo}$) reflected slow SRR and low quality organic matter. Other researchers have highlighted the problems associated with anaerobic sulfide oxidation.

Table 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Site</th>
<th>Sulfide sulfur isotopes</th>
<th>Sulfate sulfur isotopes</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Black Sea</td>
<td>$-38.5^{\circ}/<em>{oo}$ to $-40.0^{\circ}/</em>{oo}$ (1)</td>
<td>N.D.</td>
<td>Neretin et al. (2003)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$-35.0^{\circ}/<em>{oo}$ to $-40.0^{\circ}/</em>{oo}$ (1)</td>
<td>N.D.</td>
<td>Fry et al. (1991)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$-38.7^{\circ}/<em>{oo}$ to $-40.9^{\circ}/</em>{oo}$ (1)</td>
<td>18.2$^{\circ}/<em>{oo}$ to 20.2$^{\circ}/</em>{oo}$ (2)</td>
<td>Sweeney and Kaplan (1980)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cariaco Basin</td>
<td>$-30.2^{\circ}/<em>{oo}$ to $-32.5^{\circ}/</em>{oo}$ (1)</td>
<td>21.0$^{\circ}/<em>{oo}$ to 21.7$^{\circ}/</em>{oo}$ (4)</td>
<td>This study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Average $-31.2^{\circ}/_{oo}$ (3) $^a$</td>
<td></td>
<td>Fry et al. (1991)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Framvaren Fjord</td>
<td>$-33.0^{\circ}/<em>{oo}$ to $-10.0^{\circ}/</em>{oo}$ (2)</td>
<td>20.1$^{\circ}/<em>{oo}$ to 42.5$^{\circ}/</em>{oo}$ (2)</td>
<td>Mandernack et al. (2003)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mariager Fjord</td>
<td>$-14.0^{\circ}/<em>{oo}$ to $-22.0^{\circ}/</em>{oo}$ (4)</td>
<td>20.5 ± 0.2$^{\circ}/_{oo}$ (3)</td>
<td>Sorensen and Canfield (2004)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orca Basin</td>
<td>19.3$^{\circ}/_{oo}$ (3)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Sheu et al. (1988)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lake Cadagno</td>
<td>$-7.3^{\circ}/<em>{oo}$ to $-22.2^{\circ}/</em>{oo}$ (2)</td>
<td>13.1$^{\circ}/<em>{oo}$ to 26.7$^{\circ}/</em>{oo}$ (2)</td>
<td>Canfield et al. (2010)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fayetteville Green Lake, NY</td>
<td>$-24.1^{\circ}/<em>{oo}$ to $-31.0^{\circ}/</em>{oo}$ (2)</td>
<td>21.9$^{\circ}/<em>{oo}$ to 31.4$^{\circ}/</em>{oo}$ (2)</td>
<td>Zerkle et al. (2010)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$ The range shows annual cycle instead of change with depth.

1. decrease with depth; 2. increase with depth; 3. constant; 4. irrespective of depth.
and bacterial disproportionation of resulting sulfur intermediates under hypersulfidic conditions (Wortmann et al., 2001; Werne et al., 2003; Brunner and Bernasconi, 2005). These studies suggest that the role of sulfur-intermediate disproportionation in environmental settings is variable and likely depends on a number of factors, including sulfide concentrations and the availability of sulfur intermediates.

It is possible for SR alone to produce large isotope fractionations without invoking additional oxidative sulfur cycling. Brunner and Bernasconi (2005) expanded upon existing models for the SR metabolism (Rees, 1973) using larger fractionation factors for steps in the reduction of sulfite to sulfide and through incorporation of additional steps involving other sulfur intermediates during the reduction of sulfite to sulfide. This revised model allowed larger maximum sulfur isotope fractionation by SRP ($\Delta^{33}\lambda$), and support for this model comes from recent incubations with natural populations of sulfate reducers (Canfield et al., 2010).

One constraint is provided by considering the limits (fractionation of sulfide relative to sulfate expressed in $\delta^{33}S$ vs. $\Delta^{33}S$) allowed by metabolic models of SR (Farquhar et al., 2003, 2008; Johnston et al., 2005). We compare our multiple S isotope measurements with experimental data for pure culture and natural population studies of SRP (Fig. 10). Below 320 m in the Cariaco Basin, $\Delta^{33}S$ values fall within the range observed for sulfate reducers in pure culture and natural environmental samples. However, for similar $\Delta^{33}S$, larger $\delta^{33}S$ fractionations were observed in the Cariaco Basin, which may reflect the relative deficiency of the natural substrate used as an electron donor compared to the transport of sulfate into and out of the cell (Canfield, 2001).

The minor isotope fractionation factor ($\Delta^{33}\lambda$) offers an additional constraint on the isotopic offset between sulfate and sulfide in the Cariaco water column. We have used current convention (Farquhar et al., 2003, 2008; Johnston et al., 2005) to describe the relationship between fractionations for $^{33}S/^{32}S$ and $^{34}S/^{32}S$ using the exponent $\Delta^{33}\lambda$, in the deeper parts of the water column. Using an approach as described in Eq. (9) (Fry et al., 1991; Farquhar et al., 2003) yields $\Delta^{33}\lambda$ values of $0.5127 \pm 0.0002$ for the fractionation between sulfite and sulfide in the deep water (from 320 to 1300 m). The experimental range in $\Delta^{33}\lambda$ observed in pure cultures of SRP varies from 0.5077 to 0.5125, and from 0.5145 to 0.5187 for disproportionation of elemental sulfur and sulfite (Johnston et al., 2005, 2007). The $\Delta^{33}\lambda$ exponent of 0.5127 calculated from multi-sulfur isotope measurements of coeval sulfate and sulfide in the anoxic deep waters of the Cariaco Basin is at the upper range observed for SR. Although such a $\Delta^{33}\lambda$ value remains to be demonstrated in experiments with pure cultures and natural populations of SRP, the collective data point to disproportionation as being unimportant in the anoxic deep water column (below 400 m) of the Cariaco Basin. Therefore, we suggest that low SRR is the main factor influencing the large fractionations between sulfate and sulfide in the deep water column.

### 4.6. Sulfur-intermediate disproportionation near the oxic–anoxic interface

A pronounced peak in the rate of dark CO$_2$ fixation in the Cariaco Basin has been observed repeatedly near the oxic–anoxic interface of the water column (Tuttle and Jannasch, 1979; Taylor et al., 2001). However, the presence of a large chemoautotrophic community is hard to explain, since vertical fluxes of reductants (H$_2$S, NH$_4^+$, Fe$_2^+$, Mn$_2^+$) and oxidants (O$_2$, MnO$_2$, Fe$_2$O$_3$, NO$_3^-$) can only support a few percent of the measured chemoautotrophic production at the Cariaco station (Taylor et al., 2001). Imbalance between chemoautotrophic production and calculated vertical diffusive fluxes of reductants and oxidants has also been
observed in other anoxic water bodies, such as the Black Sea (Jorgensen et al., 1991; Murray et al., 1995), the Mariager Fjord (Fenchel et al., 1995; Zopfi et al., 2001) and the Baltic Sea (Jost et al., 2008). Efficient sulfur cycling, especially through disproportionation of sulfur intermediates, has been proposed to explain the high biological production in the Cariaco (Taylor et al., 2001; Ho et al., 2004; Hayes et al., 2006; Li et al., 2008). One of our original goals in this study was to look for isotope signals from sulfur-intermediate disproportionation near the interface. If this process contributed significantly to the δ34S and Δ33S signatures of sulfur species near the interface, direct measurement of sulfur isotope composition and modeling work should help quantify its role. However, as argued above, disproportionation of sulfur intermediates does not appear to be the dominant process influencing sulfur isotope composition near the oxic–anoxic interface in this system.

If not dominant, the question remains as to whether the process of sulfur disproportionation is occurring near the interface. We observed one very light value for δ34S(H2S) (−31.1‰, Fig. 4) at 260 m in November 2007, consistent with an isotopic effect associated with disproportionation. The values of 33S near the interface (290 m) from our analysis of samples collected in May 2008 are 0.506 ± 0.002. Although fractionations of the minor S isotopes during abiotic and chemosynthetic sulfide oxidation have not been measured directly, our value for 33S is significantly lower than that anticipated from sulfide oxidation alone (Farquhar et al., 2003). Therefore, the value of λ at the interface is not easily reconciled with sulfide oxidation acting as the sole control. While this discrepancy may imply a role for disproportionation, validation awaits a larger and higher resolution data set.

The detection of an isotopic signal tied to disproportionation of sulfur intermediates can be complicated by a number of factors. Zerkle et al. (2009) examined the isotopic consequence of including sulfide oxidation in an ecosystem-scale, multi-sulfur isotope model. Also included in that model are SR and sulfur-intermediate disproportionation. This work suggested that during oxidation of sulfide compounds, redistribution of sulfur mass down the oxidative pathway (despite the small fractionation effect) diminishes the larger δ34S and Δ33S isotope signals from SR plus sulfur-intermediate disproportionation, potentially masking the isotopic signal of disproportionation. Furthermore, sulfur isotope effects during disproportionation are much smaller when MnO2 is present due to the superimposed chemical reoxidation of the resulting H2S (Böttcher and Thamdrup, 2001). Future studies employing fine-scale sampling at the very top of the sulfide zone using multiple sulfur isotope analysis of sulfide, sulfate, and even sulfur intermediate pools in the Cariaco Basin have the potential to further distinguish the relative roles of sulfide oxidation, SR, and disproportionation.

5. CONCLUSIONS

Small magnitude variations in δ34S(SO4) values in the water column were observed repeatedly in the Cariaco Basin. These variations are broadly consistent with a reservoir effect associated with sulfide production via SR and may be slightly larger than that allowed by the standing pool of dissolved sulfide alone (e.g., they predict a sink for 34S-depleted sulfur such as iron sulfide that settles from the water column). Changes in the isotopic composition and concentrations of dissolved sulfate and sulfide appear to reflect temporal variability associated with carbon supply and recirculation of oxygenated water throughout the basin.

Sulfur isotope variations (δ34S) and concentration data for the upper 400 m of the water column appear to be consistent with fractionation related to sulfide loss tied to chemosynthetic and/or chemical sulfide oxidation, but 33S/34S relationships (λ) imply that additional processes have also contributed to the observed isotopic variations. These processes may reflect changes in the magnitude of the fractionation associated with SR within the water column, perhaps as a result of variation in the quantity and quality of organic matter present and acting as electron donors. The sulfur isotope (δ34S and Δ33S) and concentration data for the water column below 500 m are consistent with a significant contribution of sulfate reducers to the sulfur cycle, and we interpret the large fractionations as solely controlled by the slow rates for SR. The fractionations also appear to decrease toward the sediment–water interface, suggesting a contribution of sulfide from the sediment and/or a water column source that is more 34S-depleted. Although our isotope data cannot rule out disproportionation of sulfur intermediate in the Cariaco water column, they do point to a more important role played by sulfide oxidation and SR.
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